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Microfluidic technology has provided innovative solutions to numerous problems, but the cost of designing

and fabricating microfluidic channels is impeding its expansion. In this work, Shrinky-Dink thermoplastic

sheets are used to create multilayered complex templates for microfluidic channels. We used inkjet and

laserjet printers to raise a predetermined microchannel geometry by depositing several layers of ink for

each feature consecutively. We achieved feature heights over 100 mm, which were measured and

compared with surface profilometry. Templates closest to the target geometry were then used to create

microfluidic devices from soft-lithography with the molds as a template. These microfluidic devices were

in turn used to fabricate polymer microfibers using the microfluidic focusing approach to demonstrate

the potential that this process has for microfluidic applications. Finally, an economic analysis was

conducted to compare the price of common microfluidic template manufacturing methods. We showed

that multilayer microchannels can be created significantly quicker and cheaper than current methods for

design prototyping and point-of-care applications in the biomedical area.
Introduction

Microuidics is a rapidly growing eld of research that is
creating innovative solutions to environmental monitoring,1–3

biological technology,4,5 and energy production.6–8 Recently,
researchers have been exploring the possible uses of micro-
uidics in biomedical diagnostics9–15 and biocompatible poly-
mer microber fabrication.16–24 Microuidic diagnostic devices
show a lot of promise as they have high portability, reduced
analysis time, and inexpensive production compared to bench-
top instruments. Beyond this, researchers have already shown
their ability to detect inuenza,10 HIV,11 tumors,12,13 and other
ailments with microuidic diagnostic techniques. Polymer
microbers can be made by a microuidic focusing approach,
which allows control over the shape and size of the bers.18,19

These bers show promise as substrates for drug delivery,16,19

cell growth,17,19,22 and tissue engineering.19,20 The high cost and
slow production of the popular silicon wafer template for
creating microchannels, however, is limiting the expansion of
this eld. Silicon wafers are chemically inert and provide highly
accurate features due to their high purity crystalline structure,
but they require a large amount of time and resources to
manufacture.25 Lower production costs of microuidic devices
a State University, Ames, IA 50011, USA.
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are highly desirable for their point of care diagnostics in
resource poor environments.9

In recent years, thermoplastics have been gaining
momentum as a substrate for imprinting microscale grooves
with a single height to create microuidic channels.26–28 A two-
dimensional microchannel geometry is printed onto the
thermoplastic sheet, which when heated, shrinks in the hori-
zontal plane and grows vertically. These molds are then used
as a rigid template for so-lithography using polydimethylsi-
loxane (PDMS) or other polymers.29 The liquid polymer is
poured onto the template and then solidies, creating a
negative image of the template. Shrinky-Dink Shrinkable
Plastics in particular have become a common choice of ther-
moplastic sheets among researchers, due to their desirable
qualities and ability to create simple two-dimensional patterns
affordably with laserjet printers.30 The drawbacks of this
method are that there is a limited feature depth and material
incompatibilities.30,31 To our knowledge, no researchers have
successfully reported quantitatively or qualitatively micro-
uidic multilayer channels with three dimensional features
from thermoplastics, although Grimes et al. suggests to the
possibility.30

Multilayer features from laserjet printing has been achieved
in previous work using copper as a printing substrate.32 Copper
as a substrate has proven as a legitimate method for prototyp-
ing, but requires more expensive materials and complicated
processes. Copper substrates require special means for
printing, such as copper coated lms, copper etchant CE-100,
dicing tape, acetone, and special registration black toner.
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 71203–71209 | 71203
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Although viable, copper substrates are less readily available for
implementation.

3D printers have been investigated as a means to print
microuidic channels affordably.33,34 These methods have some
practical uses, but are ultimately restricted to low resolution
products. For example, the MiiCra+ ® printer has a lateral
resolution of approximately 56 mm and a vertical resolution of
30 mm, meaning that the microchannel dimensions are limited
to multiples of these numbers. Furthermore, 3D printed chan-
nels have been found to have greatly distorted side-wall
roughness.34 Until 3D printer technology improves, it has a
limited range of use in microuidic applications.

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has also been reported as
a substrate for so-lithography.11,35 By using highly accurate
CNC micromills and precise toolbits, a PMMA workpiece can
have a positive relief microchannel cut into its surface. This
process can result in higher resolution that a 3D printer, but it
still has an expensive overhead cost.

Microbers can be fabricated by either microuidic
focusing or industrial spinning techniques.19 Each of these
methods has their own unique advantages and limitations:
while industrial spinning techniques and high-speed extrusion
are capable of rapidly creating large quantities of bers,
microuidic focusing is far more suitable for applications
involving biological matter such as cell growth, drug delivery,
and tissue engineering. This is because spinning techniques
require extreme reaction conditions such as high shear, high
melt temperatures, high voltage, and rapid cooling. Micro-
uidic focusing, on the other hand, caters to very mild reaction
conditions. This approach is also exible across various
geometries and materials.19,20 Various shapes of bers have
been reported16,19,20 with ber diameters ranging from nano-
meter scale to several hundred microns.20 Finally, a single
microuidic channel is capable of creating an assortment of
unique bers by adjusting the ow rates, whereas industrial
Fig. 1 Process for fabricating amicrofluidic template. Ink is deposited ont
to one third of its original size.

71204 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 71203–71209
spinning techniques would require some form of retooling to
change the ber's characteristics.20

The method proposed in this paper can be used to rapidly
create microuidic mold templates with variable height
features that may serve as stand-alone templates or as proto-
types for future silicon wafer template generation. In other
words, the functionality of microuidic devices fabricated
using the process outlined in this paper is not limited to
creating microbers. Rather, many types of microuidic
applications are theoretically possible with microuidic
devices made from this method for creating templates, which
could benet a large spectrum of research with lab on a chip
applications.

In this work, we successfully create multilayer microuidic
templates using Shrinky-Dink thermoplastic sheets as a
printing substrate. The microchannel has chevron grooves on
both bottom and top sides of the channel previously reported in
literature.16,36 The capability of the mold template was then
demonstrated by using it as a template to create a microuidic
device from PDMS, which was in turn used to create poly-
caprolactone (PCL) microbers similar to ones made with a
silicon wafer template.16 PCL microbers have many applica-
tions in the medical eld. These microbers are biocompatible
and can be used for biomedical applications such as regenera-
tive medicine and tissue engineering.
Materials and methods

In choosing the methodology and equipment used for rapid
prototyping, low cost materials were chosen for accessibility to
future microchannel prototyping. A HP F2400 All-In-One Inkjet
printer was used to print consecutive layers of two-dimensional
geometries onto Shrinky-Dink Ink Jet Shrinkable Plastic with
HP 60 black ink. “Black ink only” processes were chosen for
consistent ink properties.
o a thermoplastic sheet which is cut out and heated in an oven to shrink

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 2 Profilometry measurements of test channels. Data points are
the mean and error bars are the standard deviation of the samples. (A)
Individual height results of all channels (n ¼ 3). (B) Average height for
the combined results of (A). The average heights are 32.38 mm, 53.72
mm, 87.22 mm, and 104.42 mm respectively. The standard deviations are
2.63 mm, 3.86 mm, 6.93 mm, and 5.40 mm respectively. (C) Average
roughness for the combined results of (A). The average values are 4.04
mm, 4.06 mm, 7.11 mm, and 9.53 mm respectively. The standard devia-
tions are 0.80 mm, 1.63 mm, 2.12 mm, and 3.34 mm respectively.
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In a second set of trials, an HP LaserJet P4015dn printer was
used to print consecutive layers of two-dimensional geometries
onto Shrinky-Dink “Crystal Clear” Shrinkable Plastic with HP
64X High Yield Black Original LaserJet Toner. The two different
methods allow for the cross comparison of inkjet printing,
which uses a liquid ink, versus laserjet printing, which uses a
powder ink.

SolidWorks was used to design microchannel geometries.
Although SolidWorks allows the option of printing to scale,
most types of printers will distort this value internally. Instead,
an iterative process was developed where the print size was
scaled, the geometries were printed onto the Shrinky-Dink
plastic, the plastic was uniformly heated, and the resulting
features were measured and compared to the desired nal
feature size. The scaling factor was adjusted in a series of trials
to nally nd that a scaling factor of 246% would produce the
desired two-dimensional feature sizes aer baking. Both the
inkjet and laserjet printers yielded the same scaling factor,
indicating this value may be the most accurate across other
printers as well.

To create multilayer geometries, two or more two-
dimensional geometries are printed onto the same sheet of
Shrinky-Dink plastic. The heights of the two-dimensional
geometries are dictated by the number of times the geometry
is printed onto the thermoplastic sheet; printing the same two-
dimensional geometry several times increases the deposition of
ink toner onto the Shrinky-Dink sheet. In this way, features with
variable microscale heights are raised similar to the operation
of commercial 3D printers. Where 3D printers use plastic to
create thickness, however, this method replaces layers of plastic
with layers of ink printed consecutively on top of one another,
allowing ample time to dry between prints.

A two-dimensional base layer was made by printing several
times on the same sheet until a desirable thickness is achieved.
Second and third layers can be raised on top of each other by
printing a two-dimensional geometry that is constrained by the
borders of the layer before it. For our purposes, a microchannel
geometry was chosen as the base layer, as seen in our previous
work.36 Next, chevron grooves were printed on top of the
microchannel with a width of 100 mm spaced 150 mm apart. A
schematic for the target geometry can be found in Fig. S1 of the
ESI.†

Aer all layers of the two geometries were printed and dried,
the microchannel template was cut from the Shrinky-Dink
Shrinkable Plastic. The template was placed on a piece of
brown paper and covered loosely with a strip of wax paper. It
was then placed in a pre-heated oven at 135 �C for 3–5 minutes
until the template was at. Aer waiting an additional twenty
seconds, the template was removed from the oven and pressed
at by gently sandwiching it between two surfaces to remove any
remaining curvature attained in the shrinking process. The
overall process for creating microuidic templates is illustrated
in Fig. 1.

In order to quantify the feature height and roughness that
can be achieved by consecutive printing, microchannels with
one to four layers of inks were prepared and measured by pro-
lometry techniques. These ndings are presented in Fig. 2. A
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 71203–71209 | 71205
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guide to how these measurements were made can be found in
Fig. S2 of the ESI.†
Results and discussion

The number of print layers per feature was varied and the
resulting feature heights were recorded. Channel height,
chevron height, and surface roughness measurements were
taken using a Zygo New View 7100 Prolometer with the
Shrinky-Dink plastic surface set as the zero height reference
plane.

The target geometry has a channel height of 65 mm and
chevron height of 130 mm, both measured from the reference
plane. Thus, two PDMS castings made from the template could
be bound together to form a microuidic device with 130 mm
channel with 65 mm chevrons on each side. These measure-
ments mean a channel : chevron aspect ratio of two, which is
important to conserve in the prototype to match the micro-
uidic characteristics of the target geometry.

For the inkjet templates, the resulting height of the
templates did not produce the desired height of our target
geometry, but notably larger thicknesses were observed where
chevrons were printed on top of the base geometry.

Adding additional layers had noticeable effects between
printing two or four layers. As ve or six layers were added,
however, the thicknesses began to shrink drastically. This may
be because beyond a certain height, the dried ink is stripped
from the plastic as the printer arm slides by. It is also possible
that weaker bonds form at the ink–ink interface compared to
the ink–thermoplastic interface, causing fragments to break off
during transport and testing. Regardless, a maximum value of
63 mm was achieved with this printing method. Sandwiching
two PDMS halves together would then yield 100 mm channels
with 10 mm chevrons at best.

Theoretically, these molds could be used as templates for
casting microuidic devices with PDMS. However, the rough
surface of the thermoplastic sheet aer baking causes the
surface layer of the PDMS to be opaque rather than transparent,
making chevron alignment impossible when binding two
halves together. The surface roughness also makes it difficult to
bind the two halves together by standard means of plasma
Fig. 3 (A) Surface profile of the 150 mm spaced chevrons and (B) 200 m

torting them. The 200 mm spaced chevrons are highly accurate to their
lapping effect. Blue points represent heights close to the surface of the Sh
from the surface, and black points represent areas where data was not ac
process or it was out of the range of the profilometry scan.

71206 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 71203–71209
cleaning. They require a strong adhesive, causing further
imperfections to the resultant microchannel. Although the
geometries of these channels were in many regards a success,
no valid use is able to come from the multilayer inkjet channels
because of their inability to align and bind.

The laserjet templates yielded more desirable results than
the inkjet. The lack of roughness and transparency was far
greater than the inkjet counterparts. To understand the channel
height resolution and roughness, laserjet templates were
prepared and measured for one through four print layers/
feature. The results of these ndings are shown in Fig. 2. A
single layer of ink produces channels approximately 32 mm
thick. Surprisingly, additional ink layers don't have a linear
correlation with feature height or roughness. However, the
variance of the heights is quite low, so templates with uniform
features can be made with predictable heights.

Prolometry showed a lack of spatial accuracy of the chev-
rons in both inkjet and laserjet templates. The highest points of
the chevron geometry tended to lie where the gaps between the
chevrons should have been located. It was hypothesized that the
chevrons were actually overlapping each other aer shrinking,
and that better spatial accuracy could be obtained by spacing
the chevrons 200 mm apart. This concept was combined with the
hypothesis that less printing layers would eliminate spatial
error, so only two layers per feature were selected for the 200 mm
spacing template. The hypothesis was correct, and the surface
proles of the two different chevron templates are shown in
Fig. 3.

To prove the functionality of the multilayer laserjet template,
microuidic devices were cast from the templates as described
in the ESI.† From these devices, polymer bers were produced
according to literature,16 and the process is shown in Fig. 4. A
solution of 2% polycaprolactone (PCL) polymer in 2,2,2-tri-
uoroethanol (TFE) was used as the core ow and 5% poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG) in a 1 : 1 ratio of water and ethanol was
used as the sheath ow. The core and sheath uids were loaded
into separate syringes and connected to the inlets of the
microchannel. An automatic syringe pump was used to control
the ow rates of the sheath and core ows. SEM images of the
resulting bers are shown in Fig. 5 along with their sheath and
core uid ow rates.
m spaced chevrons. The 150 mm chevrons overlapped in printing, dis-
target geometry because they have few printing layers and no over-
rinky-Dink plastic, red points represent heights that are extruded away
quired due to the area having steeper slope than the equipment could

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 4 Process for PCLmicrofiber creation. (A) Amicrofluidic channel is developed from the template and is submerged vertically into a beaker of
water. PTFE tubes are inserted into the inlets of the device. (B) Schematic of the core and sheath flow trajectories. A COMSOL simulated result of
the outlet with sheath and core flow rates set to 30 mL min�1 and 5 mL min�1 is shown. The color scale represents the concentration distribution,
with 1 (red) representing pure core fluid and 0 (blue) representing pure sheath fluid. The colors between represent various degrees of mixing.

Fig. 5 SEM images of PCL microfibers. (A) Sheath and core flow rates
set to 30 mL min�1 and 5 mL min�1. Thickness is approximately 17 mm.
(B) Cross section of a fiber with 30 mL min�1 and 5 mL min�1

flow rates.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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View Article Online
Syringe pumps push core and sheath uids through their
respective inlets. The uids meet at the intersection where the
sheath ow concentrates the core uid stream away from the
sides of the channel. Simultaneously, the chevron grooves
generate hydrodynamic li which compresses the ow from the
vertical walls.18 These two actions focus the core uid to a
narrow area at the center of the channel's cross section. The
core uid dries as it travels through the device due to contact
with the sheath ow, which absorbs the TFE in the solution.
With a long channel length, the core uid reduces to a polymer
microber.

This is a proof of concept that the thermoplastic templates
can be used as a cheap method for rapid prototyping. The
channels are capable of creating microbers with control over
the cross section and size by adjusting the core-sheath ow rate.
30/5 mL min�1 sheath/core ow resulted in bers with a cross
section of approximately 17 mm. The COMSOL simulation in
Fig. 4B closely matches the experimental results. Assuming the
ber is produced at 0.95 concentration and above (dark red)
then the predicted diameter of the ber fabricated under the 30/
5 mL min�1 sheath/core ow scenario is 21.8 mm. The physical
shape of the COMSOL predicted result matches what we
obtained experimentally at 78% the size. Microbers have many
uses, especially in the healthcare eld. These microbers do not
require the same smoothness that is typical for optical bers,
and it has been suggested that bers with porous morphologies
make better scaffolds for cell growth.20 This method has
demonstrated its ability for making microbers for healthcare
applications faster and at a much lower cost than the other
methods.
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 71203–71209 | 71207
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Table 1 Economic analysis of various microfluidic template generating methods

Method Overhead materials required Overhead cost
Materials
required per template Cost per template

Silicon wafer Electric furnace, multi wire
saw, UV light, polishing
machine

$500 000+ Blank silicon wafer,
photoresist, mask, etchant

$24

3D printing 3D printer $4000 Plastic $1.50
PMMA micromilling Micromill, toolbits $6000–$18 000 PMMA $0.50
Copper substrate Laser printer $1600 Copper, dicing tape, various

chemicals, special
registration black toner

$4.60

This work Laser printer, conventional
oven

$1700 Shrinky-Dink shrinkable
plastic, toner

$0.40
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An economic analysis of the different microuidic template
fabrication methods was conducted to better communicate the
cost differences between them. Materials that are needed as a
one-time overhead purchase as well as materials needed per
fabricated microuidic template were investigated. This infor-
mation is shown in Table 1. It is important to note that esti-
mated cost values were used in some cases where the
information could not be found. A detailed explanation of how
each cost value was acquired can be found in the ESI.†
Conclusions

The operations of microuidic devices require highly accurate
details with acute features. This prototyping method is limited
in comparison to the high dimensional accuracy of silicon
wafers, but many insights and uses are available with this
method at a low cost. Feature heights can be controlled to
heights over 100 mm by controlling the number of printing
layers, and second layer features can be created with high
spatial accuracy with a minimum separation distance of 200
mm. This leaves plenty of room for creating microuidic designs
for multiple functions, though it does require intelligent design
from the researchers to control the aspect ratios. Primarily, this
method can be used for fabricating microbers for drug delivery
in healthcare as demonstrated here. However, many micro-
uidic functions can be achieved with this method.

The method presented in this paper has plenty of room for
improvement. There are many factors that inuence the surface
structure of the microuidic templates that need to be consid-
ered in the design stages, such as the resolution of the printer,
ink type, and print settings. Future research should be con-
ducted that further investigates the relationship between these
parameters and the quality of the template. Minimizing the
amount of trips through the printer will increase the repeat-
ability of manufactured templates. Printable materials other
than powder and liquid ink could decrease the this number as
well as increase the quality of the template surfaces, resulting in
higher yields of templates that create functional microchannels
without leakage or other undesirable qualities.

It is unlikely that optimization of this technique would be able
to replace the highly accurate silicon wafer for situations where
71208 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 71203–71209
ultra-high quality is needed. However, in situations where new
microuidic designs are needed in an on-going basis or at a low
cost, themethod proposed here becomes the favorable option. The
cost to create each template is less than $1 USD and can be made
without expensive laboratory equipment or a clean-room facility.

Microuidic molds were created with multilayer printing
onto Shrinky-Dink thermoplastic sheets which were then
shrunk and used as templates for creating PDMS microuidic
channels. Different printing methods and layer numbers were
investigated, measured, and compared. Laserjet printing in
general yields templates with better geometric accuracy and
usability. Microchannels that were closest to the target geom-
etry were used to create PCL microbers to demonstrate the
ability to rapidly prototype functional microuidic templates
with this method.
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